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Emma and Mia also received the cancellation of the ceremony.

Everyone looked at Levi in unison.

Everyone is waiting for Levi to explain.

This is a coincidence, right?

As soon as Levi finished the call on the front foot, the ceremony on the back foot was
cancelled.

This can’t be relevant!

No one will believe it!

After all, this level of celebration will not be cancelled for no reason.

“How did you make the celebration cancel?”

“Just because of a phone call?”

Zoey asked incredulously.

The others also looked at Levi, eager to know the answer.

“It’s very simple, even the place is mine, I don’t want it to be held, so I won’t let it be held!”

Levi said.

What he said was wrong.



This ceremony was arranged by him, as well as the place.

What does he want? Isn’t it a matter of a word?

zoey was taken aback.

Immediately let people go to check this villa.

The results were quickly found.

This villa indeed belongs to Levi’s name.

Zoey and Emma all understood.

The reason why Levi could cancel the ceremony was because they were not allowed to use
the venue.

But are you afraid of danger in doing so?

That’s the four gate valve.

“Levi, you can understand it for a while. But you didn’t let the four gate valves use the
venue, didn’t you offend them?”

Zoey worried.

Even grandma doesn’t have any say now.

“Nothing, no one dares to take me anything.”

Levi smiled.

At this time, he received a power-up from the kings of Beiliang.

Several people discussed it, but still felt that the ceremony would continue.

Otherwise, the Avengers will be suspicious.

Levi thought for a while and it was really like this.



In case it makes the Avengers suspicious, this plan will fall apart.

The ceremony is still to be held.

“Okay, it can be held, let’s change the place! Why do you think about it yourself!”

Levi ordered.

“Okay, understand, immediately change places to prepare for the ceremony. In addition, I
will send someone to pick you up!”

King Beiliang arranged everything.

Levi also refused.

Soon, the people sent by the Northern Liang King received Levi and his party to the new
venue of the ceremony.

Zoey and the others were dumbfounded, and they still couldn’t tell, what are they going to
do?

It would never have occurred to them that the ceremony was scheduled to be attended by
them.

After all, it was the first wave of people to come to the scene.

At this moment, Songkui and the others finally understood the “truth”.

It turned out that the reason for the cancellation of the ceremony was a change of venue.

The Four Gate Valves invited the master and said that the feng shui of this villa is not good.

Need to change place.

It’s not for other reasons.

What’s the relationship with Levi?

Just a coincidence.



Hearing this, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

Fortunately, it was not the reason for Levi.

Otherwise, you will be scared to death.

If Levi’s identity really reached that level.

None of them will have good fruit to eat.

“Everyone prepare, and quickly move to the new venue!”

Songkui quickly left.

Everyone happily came to the new venue.

Complete the construction as quickly as possible.

The next step is to let those who participate in the ceremony enter one by one.

Songkui came to the villa and re-organized the entry invitation.

At this time, Zoey and several people have gradually come to understand.

This is the new venue for the ceremony.

It turned out that Levi brought them here.

Just as he was about to inquire, Songkui came with a few people.

Just happened to see them.

“Huh? Levi and Zoey? Why are you here?”

Several people asked incredible.
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Everyone has a bang in their heads.

Why did these people appear here?

“””Of course I came to attend the ceremony.”””

Levi Garrison said.

“””How is it possible? What qualifications do you have to participate in the ceremony? There
are no invitation letters!”””

Everyone didn’t believe it.

“””We are all here, what invitation letter do we need?”””

Levi Garrison sat there with a calm expression on his face.

“””Nonsense! Why are you eligible to participate in the ceremony?”””

Songkui scolded angrily with red eyes.

Levi Garrison?s lips deepened and smiled: ?I can even decide to cancel the ceremony. Don?t
you come to participate in the ceremony??

“””Come on! Someone comes to the ceremony without an invitation letter!”””

“Suddenly, Jennie shouted.”

“Soon, several guards came here.”



“””what happened?”””

“””They broke in without an invitation letter!”””

Songkui pointed to Zoey a few people.

“Because the old lady didn’t care about it, he dared to do it absolutely.”

“””Huh? There is such a thing? Don’t you put the four gate valves in your eyes?”””

The guards were angry.

Staring at Levi Garrison’s several people.

Zoey all panicked.

“With grandma there, I won’t do anything to them.”

But how ashamed to be thrown out?

There are children now.

Being ashamed of following your parents.

This is something she doesn’t want to see.

She wanted to take the initiative to leave.

This is a little bit better on face.

“””I’m sitting here, what can you do with me?”””

Levi Garrison hugged Levilia and sneered.

“””Dare to provoke the four main gates, that can only throw you out!”””

Several masters shot Levi Garrison.



“Levi Garrison didn’t keep his hands, and several people were beaten out instantly.”

“””Levi Garrison, are you crazy? People who dare to move the four main gates? Are you
impatient?”””

“Seeing Levi Garrison’s hands, Songkui became anxious and immediately yelled.”

“””Hurry up and call for reinforcements! I don’t believe it! No matter how strong you are
alone, can you be stronger than the entire four gates?”””

“””Four big gate masters are like clouds, who do I think you can stop?”””

…

“Suddenly, the whole villa was in chaos.”

Many master-level powerhouses and god-level powerhouses are coming?

Enclose the three floors inside and outside three floors.

“””Who would dare to challenge the four main gates?”””

“””Want to make trouble at the ceremony?”””

…

this moment.

Songkui and they all smiled.

Levi Garrison would definitely be unable to eat.

Enough for him to drink a pot.

But Zoey and the others began to worry.

Things are getting bigger.



“As soon as Levi Garrison started, the nature of the matter completely changed.”

“Soon, the old lady and them came to the court.”

“””What a good thing you did! Now I can’t even control it!”””

The old lady looked at Levi Garrison with disappointment.

“””Levi Garrison, you are in big trouble this time! Four big gates are you able to provoke?”””

Meredith stared at Levi Garrison.

“””Dare to provoke the four main gates, dare to destroy the ceremony, no matter whose
relatives I am, this matter must be dealt with!”””

The headed master-level powerhouse stared at Levi Garrison like a poisonous snake.

It makes people feel a touch of coldness.

“””Lent you ten courage?”””

Levi Garrison smiled.

“””presumptuous!”””

“””So arrogant! It won’t work if you don’t teach you a lesson!”””

“Just as the swords were drawn, an angry shout came from outside the encirclement:
“”What’s the matter? What’s the matter?”””

“””It’s the Beiliang King four who are here!”””

“””Quickly, quickly, make way! Quickly make way!”””

“There was a panic among the crowd, and a way was allowed.”
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The masters of the four gate valves all appeared.

“The Dragon King, the most mysterious master of the East Erudia Sea, came with him.”

“In addition to this unified ceremony, there is no possibility to gather the four people
together.”

The family looked up.

God of War must be afraid of the existence.

“As soon as these four arrived, the aura opened up and everyone could not breathe.”

“Songkui, who was at the forefront, were also scared to give up their positions immediately.”

“””Levi Garrison took a look at the good things you did, and even the four of them were
alarmed!”””

“””You just wait and die!!!”””

“””I see who else can save you now?”””

Songkui hiding by the side looked at Levi Garrison gleefully.ÿmi.ÿc

They all felt that Levi was over.

Even these four were alarmed.

What else will he end up with?



“””what happened?”””

“When the four of Beiliang King saw Levi Garrison, their expressions changed wildly.”

Didn’t think it turned out to be Levi Garrison!

“As soon as a few people were about to take action, Logan and Songkui immediately said:
“”Enlighten the four adults, this person, that is, Levi Garrison, will come to the ceremony with
an invitation letter. He is here to provoke and destroy!”””

“””It’s him! He is Levi Garrison! The former God of War, with a little skill, actually injured the
Four Gate Valves people! He didn’t put the Four Gate Valves in his eyes at all!”””

Several people pointed at Levi Garrison and shouted.

Zoey was anxious.

There is no chance to even interject.

“””grandmother!”””

They turned to the old lady for help.

It’s just that the old lady turned her head to one side.

“Apparently, he would not care about this matter at all.”

King Beiliang said coldly.

The decisive style of the Northern Liang King’s killing and decisive action made everyone
stunned.

But Songkui laughed.

Levi Garrison was in big trouble.

The King of Northern Liang made people slap him.



Will Levi Garrison dare to do it this time?

Dare to act is to fight against the four gate valves.

So Levi Garrison had to slap it obediently.

Zoey and several people are worried.

What a shame that Levi Garrison was slapped in front of so many people.

“Not only that, but also injuries.”

“Songkui and the others were gloating, so they were almost urged.”

“Upon hearing the order, a master-level powerhouse quickly stepped forward.”

A whistling wind hit the audience.

Let everyone retreat subconsciously.

“The slap of the master-level powerhouse slapped, and a violent wind swept away.”

“””Snapped!”””

“””Snapped!”””

“””Snapped!”””

“””Snapped!”””

…

“Four consecutive slaps were slapped, and the clear voice resounded through the audience.”

Everyone was frightened stupid.

Zoey even closed their eyes.



These four slaps can definitely smash a person’s face.

“””Uh…”””

“In the next second, screams came out.”

“Everyone opened their eyes and looked at them, and they were surprised–“

“Songkui, Logan, Jennie and Mengyue covered their bloody faces and lay on the ground
screaming in pain.”

“The four slapped each other, almost killing them.”

“Looking at Levi Garrison again, he was sitting there.”

“At this moment, everyone was dumbfounded.”

what happened?

Shouldn’t it be the mouth of LEvi?

How did they beat Songkui?

Did you make a mistake?

This this this…

It’s not in line with common sense.

“Suddenly, everyone’s eyes all looked at the Northern Liang King.”

All wondering about this matter.

“””What’s going on??”””

The most embarrassed were Songkui who was slapped.

“””This??”””



“Even the old lady looked at several people, waiting for an explanation.”

Why beat her grandson and granddaughter?

“””Beiliang King, did you hit the wrong person? Levi Garrison was the one who caused the
trouble! How did you hit your own person?”””
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Everyone looked at the King of Northern Liang.

“””It’s right!”””

“””It should have hit you long ago!”””

It was the emperor of Xishu who was talking.

“””We watched Levi Garrison enter the villa! Even if there is no invitation letter, he is qualified
to sit here!”””

Southern Poison King said coldly.

Several others nodded one after another.

“””Ok?”””

Everyone was stunned.

“It turns out that Levi Garrison’s arrival, these people all know?”



“””This is Levi…””..”

“The Dragon King, the master of the East Erudia Sea, had not seen Levi Garrison before, and
subconsciously showed a surprised expression.”

“””Why… why?”””

Meredith wanted to know why Levi Garrison was qualified to sit here.

“””Are you questioning our decision?”””

The Beiliang King’s face changed suddenly and he stared at Meredith.

They all knelt to the ground in an instant.

“””Don’t dare, we don’t dare!”””

“In this way, no one dares to question.”

Let Levi Garrison’s family ginseng increase the ceremony.

But the curiosity continues.

What exactly did Levi Garrison do to qualify for the ceremony?

Does he really have a terrible identity that makes the helm of the four gate valves afraid?

But it was obvious that the Dragon King of the Eastern Sea Clan didn’t even know him.

What is going on here?

Songkui could only cover their bloody faces and watched Levi Garrison’s ginseng family.

Their plan fell through.

Zoey’s little wishes have come true.

The Four Gate Valves Unification Ceremony was a complete success.



Means the unification of the four gate valves.

Levi Garrison will use this powerful force…

The Avengers are also keeping an eye on the four main gates.

“””Can you see anything unusual? The four big gate valves are also in a group?”””

The leader Heilong asked.

“””I heard that Messiah is putting pressure on it, and I want the four main gates to work. In
order to resist the pressure of Messiah, the four main gates are deliberately united and
unified!”””

This is the first-hand information that Black Phoenix holds.

There are no flaws in this statement.

It happened to numb them.

“””Well, as long as the four gate valves pose no threat to us!”””

“Immediately, the black dragon showed a touch of excitement: “”Are you ready, Erudia? Next,
I will give you a big gift!”””

Black Phoenix also smiled knowingly.

This is their last madness!

The Avengers are ready to leave completely after Erudia is hit hard at the end.

“Black Tiger and Black Wolf looked puzzled: “”The leader, the deputy leader. What kind of
gift is it?”””

“Heilong smiled coldly: “”I am going to go, Heifenghuang, tell them about it!”””

“””Have you heard of Erudia?”””



“After Heilong left, Hei Fenghuang asked several people.”

“””Of course I have heard that Erudia Wulong is Erudia’s five most amazing wizards! It is also
the ceiling of Erudia’s combat power! It is they who forcibly raised the level of Erudia martial
arts world, far away from other overseas countries!”

“Even for the hidden power of the Four Gate Valves, it is also a legend!ÿBut after such a long
time, I couldn’t find a successor to Erudia Wulong at all!ÿIt shows how strong they are!ÿ”””

“””Let’s put it this way, one of the Great Xia and Five Dragons is a great country, and if there
are four or five Great Xia and Five Dragons, it is a world-class superpower! This is their
deterrent!”””

…

“For the legend of the Great Xia Five Dragons, the black tiger and the black wolf are simply
easy to come by.”

“””But do you know why Erudia Five Dragons disappeared? They haven’t existed for
decades?”””

Black Phoenix asked suddenly.

The Black Wolf looked at each other and shook their heads.

“””Let me tell you…”””
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Heihu several people stared at Heifeng closely.

For fear of missing a detail.

“””That’s because of Erudia Wulong’s injuries. Those who are in prison are in prison!”””

“After Hei Fenghuang gave the answer, Heihu was shocked.”

“””How can it be?”””

“””Erudia Wulong is the strongest in combat, how could it be injured? Not to mention being
locked up in prison.”””

“””Yes, the four gate valves have been trained for nearly a hundred years, and none of them
have cultivated a successor to the Great Xia Wulong! I don’t believe anyone can hurt
them?”””

“””Not to mention that there are prisons that can hold them!”””

Everyone looked incredulous.

“Hei Fenghuang smiled and said: “”Indeed, with their combat power, no one can hurt them!
At least no such existence has ever appeared.”””

“””But what if Erudia Wulong killed each other?””

“””Ok?”””

“Hearing this, the eyes of the black tigers lit up.”

“””Erudia Five Dragons killed each other??”””

“However, this is the only reason why Erudia Wulong was injured.”

“””The five dragons of the Great Xia are the East Demon, the West Buddha, the Southern
Emperor, the Northern Demon, and the five members of the Chinese Army!”””



“””East Demon, it is rumored that he once swallowed a small dragon and possessed the
blood of a dragon, with terrifying strength.”””

“””West Buddha, is an ascetic monk who is invincible in his practice! The artillery can’t be
broken even if he is invulnerable!”””

“””The Southern Emperor, born in an ancient family of emperors, is a mysterious martial
artist, unfathomable!”””

“””The Chinese Army was once the god of the army in Erudia, and the soul of the army in the
minds of thousands of soldiers! It is the strongest myth in the army!”””

“””North Demon, the origin is mysterious, no one knows everything before. Like his
nickname, he is like a demon, the most terrifying killing machine!”””

“””According to legend, the five dragons of Erudia are equally powerful, regardless of each
other, but in fact the four of them are equally powerful, and only the North Demon is the
strongest!”””

Several people in Black Tiger didn’t speak.

Quietly listening to the black phoenix talk.

“””Although these five people are called the Great Xia Five Dragons, they don’t have any
intersection with each other!”””

“””Until one day, the North Demon’s wife was tragically killed by Erudia!”””

“””The North Demon was driven mad, and turned into a killing machine, killing people at
sight! Incarnate disasters and catastrophes!”””

“””Although Erudia sent many people to stop him, it was useless at all. He is too strong!”””

“””In desperation, the Chinese army was sent to stop him, but the Chinese army was
defeated.”””

“””Finally, Erudia asked the East Demon, West Buddha, Southern Emperor, and the Chinese
Army to join forces. With heavy encirclement and various trap designs, Erudia finally
captured the North Demon in the shocking battle overseas!”””



“””However, the East Demon four also paid an extremely painful price, and the four of them
were reduced to useless people, and they have not been whereabouts so far.”””

“””But the most terrifying thing is that the North Demon was actually not injured, but was
captured and locked up in prison!”””

…

“””hiss!!!”””

Heihu and others took a breath.

“This is too scary, right?”

“One person played against Erudia Wulong and the other four, and the four were abolished.
What’s wrong with him?”

The most important thing is that Erudia sent hundreds of thousands of people to assist him
and set up various traps. Only when he was weakest did he catch him.

Isn’t it too strong?

“””The rumor is that Erudia Messiah wants to take the Northern Demon for its use! The
Northern Demon refused, so they killed the Northern Demon’s wife!”””

“””That’s why the North Devil hates Erudia! I think it hates even more than the members of
our Avengers!”””

“The Black Tiger’s Adam’s apple slipped and swallowed, “”Then if the Northern Demon is
released from the prison, then it would be a terrible disaster for Erudia.”””

“Hei Phoenix nodded, “”Well, the leader is about to let him out.”””


